ABSTRACT: The resource limited mobile devices are the foremost confronter for the growth of Mobile Computing. Although the advance development of mobile applications are able to provide substantial benefits to end users as and when required through continuous online services and accessibility, it has become quite formidable to relish the mobile computing services to its maximum capability due to energy paucity and non availability of effective and collaborative decision making component. So the combination of local, remote mobile cloud computing and a quick collective offload decision that makes a flawless task offloading can intensify to novel computing as an added feature to mobile cloud computing (MCC) to enhance mobile device performance and utilize the available energy proficiently. The proposed framework consists of three major components namely, mobile client, local mobile device cloud (LMC) and remote cloud. These components communicate with each other to generate a composite offload decision based on several system parameters that accounts to enhanced energy proficiency and performance.
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1. Introduction

The MCC is a standard model for mobile applications where the selective data to be processed and storage can be taken away from the mobile device to potential and centralized computing digital platforms managed in large data centers.

Once the offloaded data is processed to desired information it can be accessed over the wireless network connection based on a thin native client or web browser on the mobile devices by reducing the burden on local device processor component. The MCC extends the effective utilization of limited resources available on mobile devices to execute complex and rich mobile applications using appropriate composite offload algorithms. The mobile computing is applicable to much wider range of mobile subscribers as most of the businesses use software as a service (SaaS) applications for their business via mobile. So MCC will be an integrated part of business economy in near future. The gradation of wireless network bandwidth used by most mobile applications is lesser than wired networks. Interim, the execution of computationally complicated programs increases on the mobile devices-for example, image processing, gaming, social networking, educational, augmented reality and other multimedia applications run on mobile phones. So, there is a larger gap between the significant demand for rich program execution and the availability of limited
resources on mobile devices. Therefore, the concept of computation offloading technique is necessary with the prime goal of transferring the large computations and heavy CPU bound tasks from resource constrained mobile devices to resourceful server systems situated in large data centers. This reduces the burden on execution component of mobile device by avoiding longer application run time which leads to large amount of energy consumption thereby ensuring system utilization to be more energy proficient with optimal performance.

2. Related Work

The static and dynamic offloading approaches are effective to upgrade the potential of smart mobile device by conserving energy, minimizing the time of response, or reducing the overall execution cost. There is a need to deal with an issue of non availability of quality architectures and efficient offloading algorithms [39]. A most energy proficient data offloading option can be built based on determination of the devices that are most probable to respond in quick time. This information can be extracted from social context and contact history of the device owner and the device itself [38]. The prime goal of min-cost offloading partitioning (MCOP) algorithm is to develop the optimal partitioning plan for different cost models with environment adaptability and low time complexity features. This optimal task distribution method between mobile devices and remote servers minimizes process time and saves energy [37]. The factors affecting MCC such as system computation power, network bandwidth, device energy and data security need advance research to make effective offloading decisions which are more realizable in mobile cloud with no performance deterioration [28]. Load balancing technique can focus on migrating the currently running tasks from low load system to the medium load systems and can push low load systems to standby mode saving considerable device energy [27]. A dynamic offload decision is taken to either migrate or not based on the result of comparison of task deadline time with the CPU time of task on mobile device and on the cloud. Every task is labeled with its task migration cost computed on offload completion [26]. The success of offloading scheme depends on its capability to decide on energy savings and provide stable services. This requires the detailed study of issues in system interoperability, fault tolerant, context awareness and user mobility [25]. To avoid unnecessary energy consumption and data transmission delay, the smart mobile devices can make use of cloudlet or fog kind of architecture situated closer to them to offload its tasks when no real cloud connection is possible. A cloudlet is a collection of several multi core systems which act as a small scale data center placed on nominated regions and is connected to a larger data cloud server via the Internet [24]. Offloading high complexity tasks from mobile devices to the remote cloud is worthwhile. Several experiments are conducted using different network interfaces say, 3G, 4G, and Wi-Fi and the outcome unveiled the cloud capability to minimize the energy consumption by 60 to 90% for 4G and Wi-Fi networks respectively. The Input file size is the major criteria to make a data offload decision that directs topprocess it either locally on the node, or migrate the file to the remote cloud server [4]. The offloading services presented in ad hoc mobile cloud and the mobile opens up the beneficial space for end user in MCC in terms of infrastructure and its maintenance. The data can move from one region to another making the computation environment more complicated and less predictable [18]. The proposed MEC network is capable of managing different time constrained computation tasks at various wireless devices. Every task execution area can be either local wireless device or edge servers or real cloud server based on low-complexity computation offloading policies investigation which in turn guarantees quality of service by reducing wireless device power consumption. The Linear programming relaxation-based (LR-based) algorithm and a distributed deep learning-based offloading (DDLO) algorithm are applied for MEC networks separately for detailed studies. After repeated experiments, the numerical statistics reveal that DDLO algorithms provide efficient performance and are able to make an offloading decision within one millisecond [2]. The importance of planning and analysis of the point when the task offloading decision has to be made on several different environments is presented. A problem statement is formulated by taking both device energy consumption and task run time delay. Then, it employs enumerating and Branch-and-Bound algorithms to generate the optimal or near-optimal decision for reducing the overall system cost. This result in high accuracy output generation in quick time. Thus it is more preferred for real world applications. Artificial intelligence can be incorporated alongside to improvise execution time at faster rate. [1].
2.1. Major Catalyst Factors for Cloud Offload decision Computing are identified as below [39]:

- **User Preferences**: Based on user data sensitivity & confidentiality.
- **Server Specifications**: Based on CPU speed, processor load and Memory & storage availability on server side.
- **Application Execution Time**: Based on the CPU burst time requirement of an application to be executed.
- **Mobile Client Specifications**: Based on Battery level, CPU speed, processor load and Memory & storage availability on client side.
- **Network Specifications**: Based on Cellular or Wi-Fi & available bandwidth.

2.2. Traditional cloud offloading decision frameworks:

2.2.1. Static Offloading Framework:
The process of partitioning the application is carried out at the time of design. Therefore low precision because they do not take into account the actual execution context [29].

2.2.2. Dynamic Offloading Framework:
A system focused on user annotations of off-loadable components necessarily indicated by application developers and pre-installed components on a remote cloud server to decide whether to offload modules or not at runtime. Since decisions are made at runtime, there is more comprehensive information available [29].

2.2.3 Virtual Machine Cloning:
This is a platform where the full image of the mobile application is recorded on the remote cloud server and stored there. The execution of the mobile device application is deferred during offloading and migrated to the VM clone in the cloud [30].

- **Program profiling**: It is the method of extracting program metadata factors say power requirement, actual data size, run time, and memory use that helps in code offload decision.
- **Device profiling**: It is a method of gathering the status information of mobile device in terms of energy availability, processor use, current workload and wireless connection for communication.

2.2.4 Offload VM Load Framework:
It redistributes the application workload partitions between different Virtual Machines (VM's) based on their distance to the current VM [32]. This reduces the workload burden on the current VM. There by increasing the application execution performance and speed. The Buffer Allocation Method (BAM) is proposed to remove the data redundancy and no duplicate data is transferred during offloading computation. This implies faster rate execution, lesser energy consumption and the workload get offloaded in a sensible manner [31].

3. Recent advances in cloud offload computing schemes
3.1. Based on Machine learning approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
<th>OFFLOAD DECISION CRITERIA</th>
<th>ALGORITHM/APPROACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>Based on Task Size Prediction. Required CPU cycles, Max Uplink, Total Transmission delay are evaluated. Divides ongoing task into subtasks and each sub task are wholly executed on a node.</td>
<td>Deep Learning based on LSTM. Sub Task Migration Algorithm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>Based on the history of node Request &amp; Response time in network. It is able to predict future request response times.</td>
<td>Deep Belief Network using Regression Layer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
on multi-SBS circumstances. The normalized mean-squared error (NMSE) is applied to characterize the performance of traffic prediction model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
<th>OFFLOAD DECISION CRITERIA</th>
<th>ALGORITHM/APPROACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>Selection of task components for offload is based on residual energy of the mobile device, energy usage, network constraints, computational workload, and data transmission &amp; communication delays.</td>
<td>Deep Learning Offload Scheme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Based on Task Scheduling approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
<th>OFFLOAD DECISION CRITERIA</th>
<th>ALGORITHM/APPROACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Based on Mobile device battery level AJAS assigns task to master slave nodes with dynamic computer resources allocation.</td>
<td>AJA Scheduler Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>Based on Task division and Sub Task Cluster creation</td>
<td>Integer particle swarm optimization (IPSO)-based algorithm. Cluster Scheduling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>Based on Task Pattern, Server Selection through Auction and Payment determination</td>
<td>Adaptive offloading Auction and Task Scheduling. High Computational Efficiency and Individually rational.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>Distributes Tasks to Aura cloud with payment Initiation.</td>
<td>Task Offload &amp; distribution model using Map-Reduce. Decision Algorithm at both Mobile agent and IOT device end is installed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Based on Congestion awareness approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
<th>OFFLOAD DECISION CRITERIA</th>
<th>ALGORITHM/APPROACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

3.4. Based on Server specification and capability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
<th>OFFLOAD DECISION CRITERIA</th>
<th>ALGORITHM/APPROACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Server Idle Time Slots adjustment &amp; Load Aware resource allocation &amp; task</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Migration by task rescheduling. The newly arrived applications get their desired resource allocation for execution using MRATS. TGTB assists applications by providing cloudlet facility, when no direct cloud communication not possible. TCMO smoothen the cloudlet overload problem through rescheduling of tasks of application. scheduling has 3 sub approach: Multi-objective resource allocation and task scheduling scheme (MRATS). Tree generation based idle slots of time (TGTB). On cloudlet overload, only delay-tolerant application activities can be offloaded (TCMO).

3.5. Based on User Mobility awareness approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
<th>OFFLOAD DECISION CRITERIA</th>
<th>ALGORITHM/APPROACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>Based on User Mobility and Servers use in same direction.</td>
<td>Task Deadline Aware. Mobile edge server(s) termed as fog can be generated for every valid candidate task using fog generation algorithm. Efficient mobile edge server is chosen and corresponding offload ratio is computed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>Considers Task arrival probability and Execution deadline</td>
<td>Dynamic Parallel Compute Offload &amp; Energy Management (DPCOEM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>Based on Task size, SBS and user mobility information</td>
<td>User Mobility Aware. The heuristic task Assignment algorithm. Accurate delay estimation scheme.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6. Based on Mobile Client device Energy Estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
<th>OFFLOAD DECISION CRITERIA</th>
<th>ALGORITHM/APPROACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>Based on average energy for mobiles.</td>
<td>Dynamic Parallel Compute Offload &amp; Energy Management (DPCOEM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>Low residual Energy mobile clients are preferred first. Performance Comparison changed by cloudlet environment and number of clients.</td>
<td>Energy driven job scheduling and weight allocation. Local computation power driven priority allocation. Iterative method to figure out optimized policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.7. Based on communication path

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
<th>OFFLOAD DECISION CRITERIA</th>
<th>ALGORITHM/APPROACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Conducts multi objective optimization to minimize the power consumption of edge computing nodes.

By going through all possible routes, a specific sized task is assigned to the path with improved network conditions in the future while meeting the delay constraint.

Based on Different File Size input to 3G, 4G & Wi-Fi cloud.

3.8. Based on Cache Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
<th>OFFLOAD DECISION CRITERIA</th>
<th>ALGORITHM/APPROACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>More Common results of computation are stored on server cache. Beneficial to offload the components to the server since it minimizes the overall execution time delay.</td>
<td>Cache Enhancement for optimum data offloading. Multi-user approach is beneficial compared to single users through the collaboration between users.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.9. Based on Application factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
<th>OFFLOAD DECISION CRITERIA</th>
<th>ALGORITHM/APPROACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>Based on “@offload” annotation in code by developers with expertise knowledge. Simulation Resulted in less execution time and energy consumption.</td>
<td>User Level Online Offloading Framework. Automated offload able method selection algorithm Annotated Method Profiler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>Based on Application size and complexity.</td>
<td>ARM Emulation Framework over cloud server.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>Based on program and device profiling information.</td>
<td>Program and device profiler Jade Optimizer approach.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Research Findings and their Issues

After extracting the working procedure of different cloud offload computing schemes, their offload decision criteria to minimize data transfer time, execution time and energy consumption and the algorithms used to evaluate the significant aspects in prioritizing the features for next level implementation, now we have several issues presented in line with the schemes discussed as follows:

4.1. Issues in Machine learning approach

- Content caching problem not considered.
- An Algorithm that predicts User Mobility based on Artificial Intelligence is required.
- If Data size increases then Local processing time increases.
- If computing load increases then Edge node processing time increases.
Subtask Migration reduces a portion of processing delay by compromising delay in data transmission.

Experiments for different type of tasks to be conducted.

Experiment on other network interfaces like 4G, 5G need to be tested.

Need to experiment in Real World Scenario to check its suitability.

Data Encryption on Migration needs to be considered.

Multi user scenario not considered.

Need to experiment with several different applications.

4.2. Issues in Task scheduling approach

The Adaptive Job allocation Scheduler (AJAS) essentially requires IOT device battery status information, list of application, performance capability for computational offload, and job allocation table data.

Focuses more on Job Reallocation.

More Critical Factors such as Network Bandwidth, resourceful remote server, user mobility, server error and environmental adaptability has to be taken into account.

Efficient allocation of Communication and computation resources must be considered.

Need to check the suitability to Real World scenario.

Not applied to multiple applications with multiple deadlines for execution.

Live Migration Not Implemented

Optimal Scheduling Algorithms Required.

4.3. Issues in Congestion awareness approach

Simulation not carried with cooperation among multiple edge servers

Need to consider other smart mobile devices.

4.4. Issues in Server specification and capability

VM Management is not considered

Unreliable network connections are not considered

User Mobility Problem is not considered.

4.5. Issues in User Mobility awareness approach

Estimation of Task Execution Time need to be has accuracy.

Need to consider other smart mobile devices.

Need to work for multiple tasks.

4.6. Issues in Mobile Client device Energy Estimation

Experienced with Audio, Video and GPS info files.

Local device saves its energy on small cloud set with minimum remote devices.

Pareto-Optimal.

4.7. Issues in communication path

Need to use minimal number of Edge Computing Nodes (ECNs) between which the task migrates.

Simulation not carried for base stations that are unevenly deployed

Not optimal when there is a change of network condition.

Allows the decision making considering only single position network condition.

From several tests using different network interfaces such as 3G, 4G, and Wi-Fi, the findings have shown the cloud’s ability to minimize the power consumption for Wi-Fi and 4G networks.

4.8. Issues in Cache Management

As the application run time increases, the most common computation results are cached in the server.

Thus, the end user prone to migrate the components to the server to minimize the overall run time delay.

Simulated in MATLAB and not in real life scenario

4.9. Issues in Application factors

User Mobility needs to be considered to have more prediction accuracy.

Multiple User and server operations needed to be considered.

ARM Emulation Optimization is needed.

Proper analysis of communication and computational overhead can automate the offloading decision.
5. Proposed Research

5.1. Action Plan for mobile client device:
5.1.1. Classification of Application/task:
There are 3 different classes namely low, medium and high level application based on complexity. As and when the task execution request arrives, it is made sure that to which class it actually belongs to based on content profiling.

5.1.2. Local In device application execution for low complexity and sensitive applications:
There is no data offloading at this low class level. The In device application execution is preferred for all low complexity level applications and sensitive, confidential data program execution.

5.1.3. Establish LMC communication for medium complexity application:
The LMC is established for applications classified as medium complexity for execution. It is a wireless connectivity between the nearby mobile devices registered for mutual cooperation and coordination in program execution.

5.1.4. Use real cloud offloading for high complexity application:
The real cloud offloading from local client device for applications classified as high complexity for execution. This real cloud offloading can also be initiated from LMC on behalf of local client device whose battery power is not sufficient to perform the offload mechanism.

5.2. Action Plan for Local Mobile Cloud established:
The LMC gets activated on receiving application program execution request from local client device registered and connected to it.
- One of the members of LMC can accept the request and respond to the original client.
- It can make an offload decision either to execute the application request on local client device or on remote cloud server on behalf of local client device whose battery power is not sufficient to perform the offload mechanism.
- It can also set the destination path of original client device to receive the real cloud response on completion of program execution to avoid unnecessary network congestion.

5.3. Action Plan for Real Remote Cloud Server:
The real cloud server must always prefer the mobile client request with low energy status tag for execution. Only high complexity applications should be offloaded to real cloud server.
- The cloud server must adopt content caching mechanism.
- The cloud server should process the preferred mobile client request first.
- The cloud server should send response to original client path.

5.4. Action plan for application with or without annotations:
- The mobile client can offload the data request to the server based on annotations build with high quality software or applications.
- The mobile client can offload the data request without annotations by profiling it to classify into different classes and then choose an appropriate server for execution.
- It’s preferred and is an added advantage if developers can provide annotations with quality software to ease the offload decision making mechanism.

6. Proposed Architecture
The proposed system architecture consists of three major components namely, mobile client device, LMC and remote cloud server:

6.1. Client Side Algorithm (Smart mobile):
This algorithm uses 3 system parameters such as content, user, & Battery profiles to make appropriate offload decision.

6.2. Server Side Algorithm (Remote cloud):
Once the client server connection is established and Offload decision is made from client end. The Server side algorithm gives its acceptance based on User, Battery, cloud profile and Quality of Service that it can provide to enhance energy proficiency in smart phones. Therefore, the mutual agreement between client and server plays a crucial role in final offload decision.

6.3. Local mobile device cloud:
It is a network of connected mobile devices, where several medium level tasks can be offloaded between them and sometimes to remote cloud. An offload request to remote cloud on behalf of mobile client can also be generated from LMC and set original client communication path to directly send the final result response redirection to save transmission energy.

**Figure 2. Proposed System Architecture**

- **Mobile client device**: All low level complexity tasks and confidential data sensitive tasks can be executed locally.
- **Local Mobile device cloud**: “All medium level complexity tasks can be executed on LM.”
- **Remote cloud server**: “All high level complexity tasks can be executed on real remote cloud server.”

**Figure 3. Workflow of Proposed Framework**

*Figure 3.* Shows the classification of given user request into different levels and a appropriate execution approach is chosen to each request type using composite offload decision for execution.

6.4. Preferred System parameters are:
- **Content Profile**: This profile contains the parameters that describe the task content affects the energy consumption of the task.
- **User Profile**: It includes the parameters that are user dependent. It may include networking status (enabled/disabled) according to the needs & their location and the maximum time that the user allows for the offloading.
- **Battery Profile**: It determines the remaining energy on the device battery at any instant and ensures the completion of offload process followed by request execution.
- **Cloud Profile**: It consists of the cloud server status information and its ability to provide the desired Quality of Service (QoS) at current time event.
- **Local execution**: User specified request is executed with local processor of Mobile device.
- **Remote cloud execution**: Refers to a data centre with many resourceful remote servers able to execute client side heavy computational requests.

As the entire Offload logic is to be implemented on both Client side and Server side, an effective support of local database and communication manager is necessary. A major requirement that arises from this inference is that the data or code that will be transferred must be structured in such a manner that identification and categorization of data can be done effectively at both the ends over network. This helps majority of apps which still perform most of the complex computation and stores related data on the mobile devices themselves and not in the cloud there by reducing significant amount energy consumption with improving in performance.
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**Conclusion**
The proposed work aims to design and adopt a combined offload decision framework. It is expected to have reduction in the overall time taken to execute applications in remote cloud or local mobile device cloud and send back results to mobile device client. An effective classification and optimal task distribution based on user offload annotations in high quality software applications by expert developer leads to mobile power & energy optimization. This eases the burden on client side to make quick offload decision and reduces the time taken to partition code for computational offloading. It is extremely useful when local mobile client consumes more time and energy in program execution. It is ideal to the mobile devices where energy proficiency is more important than offload time consumption. An easy and effective idea to make the offloading decision periodically to identify which portions of the application are appropriate for running on mobile devices and on cloud servers.
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